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Introduction To Creative Writing: A Unit Plan
• 15 Lessons
• Fiction, Nonfiction, Poetry, and Prose
• Drafting, Editing, Revision, and Presentation
• Technology Focused
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METHODOLOGY
• Connected by writing area
• Connected by writing skills
Area Skill





6 Nonfiction Development 
7 Nonfiction Dialogue
8 Nonfiction Editing




















• MT Content Standards
• NBPTS Standards









Web Creaza -create cartoons, videos, podcasts, mind maps, 
and presentations
Peergrade an online platform to facilitate peer 
feedback
TECHNOLOGY CONT.
EdPuzzle interactive video lessons for your students you can 
link to a virtual classroom
Ziplet
Send a question to your students in under 30 seconds
Pick from a library of practice questions or write your own
Choose from a range of response types to suit your needs
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Area Skill





6 Nonfiction Development 
7 Nonfiction Dialogue
8 Nonfiction Editing
9 Nonfiction Figurative Language
10 Poetry Imagery/Description
11 Poetry Emotion/Sensory
12 Poetry Wording
13 Prose Feedback
14 Revision Revision
15 Conclusion Presentation/Reading
